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Introduction

.--...\

N,
Reviews and sxotheses of empirical research studies on a given topic

-area fundamental activity in behavioral research; they usually precede
any major new research study, and also are done'as independent scholarly
works. This papbr reports a recent investigation of the methods used
for such reviews. The investigation was limited to reviews that are

,

/
focused on .making inferences about substantive issues .from empirical re'
search. These will be called-integrative reviews in this report: Ex-
cluded were, reviews of theoretical positions; of methods, and of now-
empirical research.

'Given the importance and widespread conduct of integrative reviews,
, one might expect that there would be a fairly well developea'literature

on methods, techniques, and procedures for conducting such reviews; but
this is not the .case. An earlier examinatiMW.01P.autbot of a .!-,
convenience sample of 39 books on general methodology in sociological,

.

psychological, and educational researchlrevealed-there was Very.little
explanation of matters other than the Ali of card catalogs, indexes to
periodicals and 'note-taking. Only four of these books discussed how to
`define or sample the universe of sources to be-reviewed, three discussed
criteria bywhich to judge the adequacy of each study, and only two
discussed how to synthesize validly the results of.different studies.
None of the discussions exceeded two pages in length. .

Similarly, a preliminary examination of journal article titles in
SaialogicalAbstracts (from January 1973 through October 1975),
Psychological Abstracts (from January 1973 through December 1975) and
Current Index to,Journals In Education (from January 1973 through June
1975) revealed a dearth of'work on integrative review methods. Entries
under the followings4leet headings were examined: "literature reviews,
"methods," 'methodolOgy," "research methods," and "research reviews."
Only five of the titles out of approximately 2,050 entries appearejl directly
relevant. Upon examination, one of the sources proved to be inappropriat
and another could not be located. The remaining three will be discuss4
briefly later in this section. /

.
.

/
, .

. Addttional evidence that there are few explicated methods, teclikques
and procedures for integrative reviews is the facts that few OublisMed
integrative reviews adequately describe the methods used A pre34minary
examination of 87-ronew articles in the'X974 and 1975 volumes p!
American Sociological Review, Sociological Quarterly, Social Piatims,
Psychological Dulletin,'snd Review of Educatjonal Research fqund only
twelve articles which prOvIdeu some statement on the methotWused.

Doing a good integrative review is dever eAsy. It might seem that
when all or almost all of the studies on the topic yielded - similar results,
the nark could be easy.-bur this beause I careful reviewer
is still obliged to deterwtne whether ali-the studies/hAve biases in
th4!'sane direction which caused similar Vut-invalid,iesult.$4 In the

...
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more prevalent case where the s, dies on the topic have different, and
apparently conradictory, ree4lts, the work is obviously difficult.
A good review-pCsuch research should explore the reasons for. the
differences* the results and determiee what the body of research,

. taken as eiehole, reveals and does not reveal about the topic.

The most valuable previous writings on integrative reView Athods
have been done during the last decade}

Menneth Feldman (1971) wrote.thilt there is "...little formal or
, systemiEic analysis of either the methodology or the importance of...
reviewing and integrating.-..the 'litetature'..." (p. 86). Be suggests
tiet,' "half-hearted commitment in thin area might account in part for
the relatively unimpressive degree of 'cumulative knowledge in many fields
of the behavioral sciences" (p. 86). Me mentioned the problem of not -

I

being able to know the'parameteri\of the universe of relevant studies.
Feldman suggested the utility of_eitAROAR8 the. distributions of results
--i ii-MoieEhan one manner, and suggestetthSt inconsistent results can
sometimes be explained by differences in.-Subjects, treatments, settings,
and the quality of the research methods. He warned reviews should avoid
hypercriticelness as well as hypocriticalneas, and indicated that a good
review of research "shows how much is known in an'area, (and) also shows
how little is *love (p. 100).

,

-Richard tight and Paul Smith's excellent ar\:cle (1971) discussed the
present lack of systematic efforts to accumulate' nformation from a set of
disparate studies. tight and Smith used a four category typology to
characterlie mast present integrativereviews. Th), first category
comprises those reviews which merely list auy facto 'which has shown an
effect on a given dependent variablein at least one\study. A second
category comprises reviews which exclude all studies

\
except those which

support one. given poiht of view. The third category s for thoie reviews
i which, En one way or another,average the relevant stntistics across a

. complete set of studies. The fourth category is comp iced of vote. takimg--
counting the positive sigoificant resulti, the nonsignificant results,

. and the negative significant results, .end if a plurality of studies have
one of these adings, then that fiuding is declared the truth.'

light and Smith pointed out the weakness and resuiting consequences,
of these procedures; and$roposed as a superior alternative a paradigm
for secondary analysis of data froth various stud/eto which have .a common
focus. The paradigm suggests the data ought.Ao be analyzed within strata
that take into account different characteristics of subjects, treatients,
contextual variables, and interaction effects among these. Ironically,
tight and Smith failed to point out that such e paradigm Fuld also be
useful for integrating results of different s udies when secondary data
analysis is not feasible. (Time-constraints

ilpromises about the
confidentiality be data, lost data sets1and other factors sometimes.
-Eijl preclude secondary data analysis.) /

r
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Cane Glass (1976) presented an important paper 00 what he called
"meta-analysis of research." After stating the need for "a rigorous
alternative to the casual, narrative discussions of research studies
which typify our attempts to make sense of the rapidly expanding research'
lfterature," Glass proposed such an alternative. Re suggested expressin#
the results of studies on a Aiwa topic in a common metric, coding the
various characteristics of studies that might have affected their
results, and then liking multiple regression equations or other
statistical techniques to study the association of variations:Oaf those
characteristics with the variations in the results. This approach

. differs from secondary dote analysis in that it does-not use thh.data
on the individual subjects,- within one at more studies, but rather uses
data on the overall characteristics ofeach study.

The" lack of eipligt methods for doing integra!ive reviews is a
serious problem for at least four reasons. Firstwthe lack of explicit
methods appears to be in large part the result of social scientists
failing to give much thought to 'such methods, and thus it probably means
that they are not using as poderful methods as could be develOpedlor.
accumulating social science evidence. Second, it makes It difficult to
haire standards for judging the quailtivotintegrative reviews.' Third,
it nakcS'it difficult to train graduatestudents to do compatent research
reyie Fourth* the 1pck of review methodS.hinders the accumulation of
valid knowledge from previous research.

Despite the lack of explicit methodology for doing -integrative
reviews, each review is the result of implicix methods, consciously of
unconsciously selected by the reviewer:

0

This study primarily focused on the methods'' hat are currently being
used for integrative reylews of empirical restarch:in sociology,
psychology and educational research. The study had":four objectives:,

t--- .\ ,

- 1. To develop a conceptualization of the variou*
methodological tasks of integrative.reviews add
of the alternative approaches -to each task;

2. To estimate the frequency with which torrent
reviews published in high quality social
science journals used each of the alternative
approaches;

To-evaluate critically the strengths and weaknesses
of the alternative approaches;

4. lo suggest tome ways in whith more powerful and
valid integrative reviews might be done.

!3.
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tiata Collection

This project investigated several sources of Information on the meth-
ods used for integrative reviews. These sources were:

1) a purposive sample of 16 integrative review articles that
were suggested by various persons as being methodologically
exemplary;

2) a random sample of 36 integrative review articles from 1974,
'75 and '76 volumes of prestigious social science periodicals
(Psychological Bulletin, Annual Review of Psychology; Review
of Education Research, Review of Research in Educatidn, Amert-

-can Sociological Review, Sociological Quarterly, Social Problems',\
and Annual Review of Sociology); the sample was stratified so
as to yield 12 articles from each of theschree disciplines and
equal numbers of articles from each source with a discipline;

3) published rejoinders to the 36 randomly sampled articles;

4) Cene_plases recent papers on or using meta-analysis (1976a,
1976b, 1977a, 14.77c, Smith & Glass, 1977) and peIrsonal communi-
cations with him;

5) responses to queries sent to editors of prestigious social
science periodicals that frequently publish integrative reviews
(Psychological Bullet:1,p, Annual Review of Psychology, Annual
Review of. Sociology, Review of Research in Eddcation, and
Review of Educational Research);

6) cesponses to queries sent officials of national organizations
that were thought to have major responsibilities for reviewing
and synthesizing research in the social, biological or physical
sciences (Consumer Information Buanch, Natiosal instituterof
Education; Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sciences, Nitional
Academy of Sciences; Congressional Reference.Service, Library
of Congress;. Information Systems Operation. Branch, National
Institute of Education; Special:Studies Division, Officeof.
Research aid Development, Environmental Protection Agency;
Developmental Neurology Branch, National Institute of-Neuro-
logical.and Communicative Disorders and Strok.e.;..nr/ix0..of Space
Science, National Aeronautics and Space Administration; Prdgram
Analyses and Formulation Branch, National Cancer ihstitute;
Assembly of Life Sciences, National Academy of Sciences; Assembly
of Mathematical and Physicqd Sciences, National Academy of
Sciences.

. This paper will focus primarily on the results from the coding and
analysis of the 36 randomly sampled articles and,on a brief critique of
Class's proposed meta-analysis.

The purposive sample of allegedly methowologically exemplary review
articles was examined primarily to aid in conceptualiking the nature of

1.



review methodology and to suggest desirable approaches for various methodow
logical tasks of a review. Following an examination of the allegedly
exemplary articles, and an examinationlbf a substantial number of other
'review articles,'it was decided to conceptualize the methodology of
integrative reviews as involving seven basic tasks: 1) selecting the topic(s),

2) consulting previous reviews on the same topic or similar topics, 3) . -

sampling the research studies that are to be reviewed, 4) representing the
characteristics of the studies and their findings, 5) analyzing -the charac-
teristics of the studies a'nd their findings, .6) interpreting the results
and 7) reporting the review.

These tasks are analogous to those engaged in whed doing-primary
research (research that involves collecting original data.on individual
subjects or cases). Indeed, this conceptualization was based on the pre-
sumption that reviewers and primary researchers share a common pal and
encounter similar difficulties. The common goal is to make accurate
generalizations about, phenomena from limited information.

A

Since the methodology of primary research was used-WcOnceptLalize
the methodology of integrative eeviews, the, standards for competent pri-
wary research were thought to be the appropriate evaluative criteria for

judging tjie alternative methodological approaches that were investigated
in this, study. The problem, of course, was to decide what thosestan-
dards are. Though the methodology of primary research is more highly
developed than the methodology of integrative reviews, there are many

-aspects of it about which there is much disagreement among social sci-
entists. There is much agreement, however, on certain topics. Sampling
theory, as discussed, fot instance, by K1311'(1965), is widely thought to
provide the beet guidelines for samples when the purpose is to make gen-
eralizations from a relatively small sample to a much larger population.
There is much agreement (and some disagreement) on the appropriateness
of alternating descriptive and inferential statistics that are described,
for instance, by Bradley (1968),"Hays (1963), and Kerlinger and Pedhazur
(1973). And there is substantial agreement -on some of" the major threats
to ene internal-and external validity of any study, as discussed, for
instance, by Campbell and Stanley /1963) and" Brecht and Glass (1968).

A coding instrument was developed to code various aspects of, and
approaches to, each of these tasks. The final version of the coding
/instrument had 66 items. It was used to code the 36 randomly sampled
articles. Esch article was coded independently by two coders, and all
discrepant codings were afterwards resolved by the coders. Intercoder re-
liability and reliability over time were assessed and found quite satisfactory.

The Results and Discussion of Randqm,Sample

The instrument used to code the.random sample of integrative review
articles is 15 pages long and is not appended to this paper. The numbers
preceded by a V and enclosed in parentheses in various places throughout
the 'following text refer to the coding instrument item numbers; copies of
the instrumcnt or clarification of specific items are available from the
author.
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Only point estimates are reported in the text. Most. but not all
of them, are based on 36 units of,analysis. A 0.95 confidence interval
Lot N 36 and X 6 would be 15 X<I2; for X go 12 it would be 7< X4:19;
and for X 18 it would be lig )6? 25. A 0.93, confidence interval for
N 20 and X S would be' IS XZIO: and for X 10 it would be S S X 615.

Task 1: Selecting the Topic(s)

Data were not coded on this task since it was not recognized as an
important part of doing a review until the coding had been completed.

Task 2: Use of Previous Reviews (VII and la

Just as reviews of'past primary research are useful for preparing and
4\. 4 interpreting present research on a given topic, previous reviews of a

topic can be quite useful for preparing and interpreting present reviews
of research literature. Judging by the frequent citation of earlier ye-
views in the sample of review articles, there seems to be rather widespread
.aireement on this point. Seventy-five percent of the 36 randomly sampled .

ineberative review articles cited previous reviews on the topic or on
similar topics (VII), but only two of these 27 provided any critique of the
previous reviews (V12).

The uncritical acceptance and use of previous reviews is as undesirable
as the uncritical acceptance and use of any other research. One of the
widely recognized responsibilities of a researcher is to examine-criticali;
all evidence used in his or her research. Important decisions about the
focus, methods, and interpretations of & cumulative review are probably -

sometimes heavily4nfluinced (consciously or unconsciously) by examinations,
of previous reviews on the topic or similar tonics. There is nothing in-
correct or undesirable about this Afthe reviewer uses scholarly judgment
in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the previous reviews.

A good example of critically examining previous reviews on the
topic is provided by Lambert (1976). He examined a number of previous
revie(rs on his topic, sought reasons for their discrepant conclusions,
and then used that information to improve the Wocedurea of his own review.

Sampling (V16, 19, 24-c, and 45)

The resulti of any integrative review will be affdted ibportantly by
the population of primary studies that it is focused upon and by the manner
in which the actually reviewed studies are selected from that population. '
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Only one of the 36 randomly selected review articles reported using .

indexes (such as Psychological Abstracts of Dissettation Abstracts) or in-
formation retrieval systems to locate primacy or secondary studies for
possible inclusion in the review (V6). Only three of the 36 review-
articles reported searching bibliographies of previous reviews or querying

oexperts on the topic in an effort ro locate appropriate sources for their
review (V15).

It seems reasonable to assume that these results mainlypreflect re-

f viewers' failure. to report how they searched for sources, rather than a
failure to. use _the indicated means for the search. It is almost incon-
ceivable that most reviewers do not use indexes or bibliographies. ihe
failure of almost all .integrative review articles-to give information in-
dicating. the thoroughness of the search for 'appropriate prinary sources
does, however, su ggest that neithenthetreviewers nor their editors at-,
raCh a great deal of imporrance to such thoroughness.

The question okelhether a set of located studies on a topic
ought to.be considered a sample br a population 1s-a dif ficult one)

- But in either case it is highly' desirable to locate as many
of the existing studies on the topic as is possible. Since there is no
way of ascertaining whether.the set of located studies is representative
of the full set of existiax studies on se topic, the best protection
against an unrepresentative set is to.1 ate as many of the existing
studies as is possible. Then if the n er of located studies 'is greater
than can be carefully. reviewed, a sampl of thoie Studies. can be used in
the review.

Data were collected on the extent to which the reviewer discussed or
analyzed the full set of located studies on the topic. One of the 36 ran-
domly sample reviews disc4ssed or analyzed the full set of located studies,
6 of the reviews clearly did not, and for th 29 other reviews, the Infor-
matios given in the published article was inSufficient for making a judg-
ment on this matter (V45);

Dicta were not collected on (how reviewers selected studies for analy-

sis or discussion from the lo*ed studies. ,The,ctiders'Ampression, how -
eV L fLum teadfog thei-Eiriewioi that subsets were usually pu.rpostve
samples of "methodologically adequate studies" or of "representative"
studies. For instance, Glass (1976a) analyzed only those studies that had

a coqtrol group. Sechrest (1976) indicated, "An annual' review, even in
an area so circumscribed as personality, cannot serve as a substitute
for Psychological Abstracts. No pretense.or breadth or depth of
coverage is made here. The materials cited were chosen because they
fit a topIc or illustrate a point to be made" (p. 9). And pemerath and
Roof. (1976) indicated,,"It is manifestly impossible to summarize the
entire recent literature. Instead, we have highlighted empirical studies
that mark significant conceptual and/or methodological advances"
(pp. 19-20).

- 4

For the purpose of making generalizations, some sort of random sample
(simple, stratif.ieJ, :cultiphase..etc.) is the most appropriate. Such

asampler do not S,S.ure a representative s3mp le. but ::either cos e any ott-.1r

approach, and randsn sa&ples have rhe advantage of alloying an esti.7ate of
the probability of Oraving a 0ificaatii unrepresentative sample.



It is possible for a review to analyze more than one subset of located
studies on the topic. Sometime there mAy be justification for including
an examination of a purposively sampled subset that is exemplary in some
manner, but since the definition of an integrative review'used in this
study is limited to those in which generalizations are sought, there does
pot seem to be Lamy justification for using a purposive sample except in
conjunction with a random one.

Task 4: Representing Characteristics of the Primary Studies
(V53ae and 60)

The representation of the characteristics of the primary studies is,
in effect, the data collection of integrative reviews. The manner in
which this is done can substantially affect-the results and interpretation
of the cumulative review.

Twenty-eight of the 36 randomly sampled reviews either reported the
findings af many of the individual reviewed studies or indicated how many
or .shat percentage of the studies had each type of finding or result
(V44a). Of the 28, eighteen represented at least one finding of the pri-
mary or secondary research with an indication of the direction and-magni-
tude of the difference or of thl assilciaiion (by standard score difference
measures, or, rp, rs, To R, u, IC , rp , R , etc.1 (VS3a). Only 4 of the
28 reviews made at least one clear distinction among: significant posi-
tive non - significant positive findings, non - significant

negative findings, and significant negative findings (03b). Only
one of the reviews clearly represented the findings of the primary studies
in any of the other investigated ways (V53c-e). For 10 of the 28 studiei,
there was-insufficient information for judging how the reviewer represent-
ed any of the findings of the primary studies. It should be noted that
information on items VS3a-e was coded_ as Yes if there was any instance in
the review that reflected the item. -Consequently, it was quite possible
for a review to be coded as having represented a finding of a primary study
with e magnitude measure, and yet for there to have been no clear indica-
tion of how the reviewer represented most of the findings. It was also
possible and fairly common for the reviewer to report the findings of many
individual studies; -but in a-mannezamscli-shat it was-Impossible to judge
bow the reviewer had represented most of the findings. The impression of
this writer is that such ambiguities were-present in about SO percent of
the review articles. it was common to find - reports that "Johnson found a
relation between X and Y. but Alexander and Henderson did not." it was
often impossible to know whether reported relations were statistically
significant or included those that were "substantially" different from
zero but not statistically significant. It also was common for findings.
of primary studies to be reported as statistically significant with no
explicit indication of their direction.

EVery reviewer has to represent the' findings of the primary studies
in some manner, and though items V53a-e maj not exuaust the ways in which
this can be done% they almost certainly include the ways most commonly
used. The alternatives are mentioned above in ore.er of
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decreasing amount of information they provides they descend from an inter-
val measure, to ordinal measures, to a nominal measure. Of the alterna-
tives, the magnitude measures with a directional sign (V530) are clearly
the preferred way of representing the findings of the primary studies.
To analyze these it is necessary to reduce them- to a common metric, a
chore that is not always easy, but one on which some development work is
currently being done (liars, 19774, I977c ). The next best alternalive
is representing the findings as significant (0), non-significant.01,
zero, non-significant,( -) and signifier (-) (V53b). Thitaltetnative
may be best if magnitude measures or the data needed to calculate them
are not reported in many of the primary studies, but it is quite inferior
OD the first approach, as will be discussed in the next subsection. The
worst of the flteinatives indicated in the coding instrument generally is
the last.(V53e), where the findings are represen;ed as.a significant dif-
ference in one given direction or not so. This alternative should usually
be avoided, for it produces ambiguous'data, unless most of the primary
studies being reviewed used one-railed tests of their hypotheset. For
Instance, if 12 out of 26 findings are significantly positive, is this
good evidence of a positive relation for the studied phenomena? It largely
depends on how many of the remaining 14 studies had significantly negative
findings which cannot be determined from this representation.

No data were collected on how the'reviewer represented the independent
variables of the primary studies. A preliminary examination had shown that
review articles hardly ever indicate this. The representation of the in-
dependent vatAables of primary studies can have a major impact on the re-
sults of a review.

. . _

Only one of the 36 randomly sampled review atticles iidicagei-OWC-Offe
reviewer, when encountering reports of primary and secondary studies that
did not have all the information needed for the analyses, sought tq get
the information from the authors of the reports of-those studies or from
detailed final reports of funded research, or calculated or estimated the
information fromthe other.information given in the- -initially reviewed re-
port of the study (V60). It is just about inconceivable. that 35 of theft
reviews did not encauntet problems with missing information. What cannot
be determined from this study is whether the failure of review articles to
report efforts to get suth-Tnformation reflects an omission in the reports
or an omission of efforts to get the information. This writer suspects
that it is some of each, but predominantly the Latter.

In primary research today It is quite common for the investigators to
make rather extensive efforts to minimize missing data and to report those
efforts briefly. It would appear that similar efforts and reporting pro-
cedures are equally desirable for reviews.

/
Task 5: Analyzing the Primary Studies (V4IL 56a-c, 57a-e, and 62)

Analysis is the process by which the reviewer makes inferences from
thp primary studies. It includes: judgments about the Implications of
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identified methodsdogleal strengths or weaknesses in the pr unary studies,
estimates of population _parameters of the studied ph'enomena, and assess-
ments of how varying characteristics of subjects, content. and treatments
or suspected causal variables may affect. the phenomena. Twenty -six of the
36 reviewers described what vere considered to be the major methodological
difficulties or shortcomings of the primary research that was reviewed
CV41). Some of the other 10 reviewers may have examined these difficulties
or shortcomings but failed to report on them.

If more than a small portion of the reviewed studies have serious
methodological weaknesses. these' limitations can Sometimes lead to in-
valid inferences unless their effects are considered beIore drawing
inferences about the topic. No data were collected on how identified
weaknesses in the methods of the primary studies were taken into account
when making inferences from those studies. The impression of this writer
is that the most common approach was to indicate that__ inferences about the
topic were unreliable-if manyomeatnesses were found. the second at
common approach appeared to be to discard the methodologically "inadequate"
studies and base the inferences on the remaining ones. A third approach .

that appeared to be used in at least a few reviews was to identify mealc.7.
nesse& in the research which supported one point of view and thus discredit
the evidence for that point of vies?, without applying-the same standards of
methodological .adequacy to the research which supported another point of
view. All three strategies raise the question of that constitutes a seri-
ous threat to the validity of a given study and what does not. There is
no simple ass.er. If a modest number of the studies are devoid of such
throats* the impact of thefhreats in the other studies can be examined
empirically in a manner that will be discussed later In this- paper.

it should be noted that-the actual threat to the internal and external
validity of a study ie'not determined exclusively or even prtmartly by- the
design of the study. Campbell and Stanley's important and widely read
monograph (3963) on experemental and quasi-experimental .designs shows which
threat, are.. controlled by various different designs. But the monograWdoes
not indicate which threats are likely to be trivialin a given study nor
which threats con be reasonably controlled by other means. For instance.
iostrucent decay may be a serious threat to internal validity when using a.
racer's judvent of people's motional health. but is unlikely to be a sere
lOse threat when ceasuring children's isefght using the kind of device that
is common in physicians' offices. Slisifarly. obtrusive measures of a vari-
able pose a'more-serious threat of testing effects than do unobtrusive
measures. And studies where the data are collected over a brief period of
time are lees- likely to have their validity threatened by history and matue
ration fhln are studies where the data collection extends over a longer.
period of time.

It is the impression of this writer that sae reviewers will label. -

as nethoeologically inadequate any studie's which do not have experimental
or strong quasi-experIttental defign3. SometVnes this is appropriate' but
the above discussiob ought to indicate thaf'it is not always appropriate.



Often, but not always, when there is Alsizable number of studies on
given social science topic, there are some results which appear iricon

gement with the other results. There are a number of possible reasons or
I/airing results .in a set of studies on a given 'topet.. One of there is
random sampling error. Sampling theory indicates that, when there is a
set of studies from a given population, the findings will vary some.
About half of the study findings will be greater than the population pare-
weer and about half will be less than the poriuietion parameter. In addi-
tion, if each study's findings are tested for, tatistical significance at
the .05 level with the null hypethesis being. the true population parameter,

410 about 2.5 percent will have findings statistically significantly greater then
the.population parameter: arrd about 2.5. percent will hIce findings statistically
significantly less than the poperiation parameter. This sampling error has to be
taken.lato accountehen judging Whether or not variations in the findings should
be considered congruent.

There is strong evidence chat some of the reviews failed to take this
source of variation into account. Barnes & Clamor, (1975,,p. 651) reported,
"The effieAry of advanced organizers tai's not been established. Of the 32
studies re .eved,i2 reported that-advance organizers facilitate learning.
and 20 rep: -rted that,they did not." ept an examinationvf the evidence In-
dicates that the 12 studies yielded statistically significpit positive find-
ings, and the other 20 comprise et lies which yielded an- significant ( +)
findings, zero,difference, (-) findings and perhaps
leant (-) findings. Barnes a. IawsOMI not report how many of the 20
studies yielded each Veee of finaing. If the population value was zero,
and all the 32 studies tested their hypotheses at the .05 level, then it
is expected that between ;ere and two of the studies1.05 1/2 32 e. .8)

would haveistatistically significant ( +) findings rather the the 12 that
actually did. Unless several of the 20 studies had statistftally signifi-
cant (-) findings, Barnes and Clawson's data stroeily suggest that advanced
organizers have at least a snail positive effect On learning. If there are
considerably more than the expected.number of both significant (*)andsig-
nificant (-) -findings, it is possible that the-population'has a'bimodal
distribution. or that the examined studies were-of two or-more populations,
despite appearances to the contrary.

Mother example of relriears failing to fake sampling errors into
account when making inferences from -a set of Studies is the review by
SchuLtz and Sherman (1976). TWenty-two of the 62 studies cited in this
review had significant ( +) findings; no information is provided on the
number of significant (-) findings. Schultz and Sherman wrote:

The many nonsupportive studies, the euilificatIons to
some ot'ehe supportive studiee, and in particular, the
consistent failure to replicate interactions between
social class and reinforcers lead us to several con-
clusions. 1) Social class differences in reinforcer
preferences can not'be.asstimed. (p..39)

If the population value Were zero, 62 studies tested at the .05 level
would be expected to yield between zero and seven significant 34) findings
rather than the 22 that did occur. :hare is, however. a factor suggested
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by Schultz and Sherman that does` complicate ;he interpretItion. Thei
claim that methodologically superior replicates'of earlier.sodies',
Oat had fogpd significant (*) findings often failed.to yield such "-ma_

rrindings. This does'raise a.legitimste donceintibut there are some
euedilons as-to lts'imnlichtions. First, Schultz and,Shertwth indicated
that only three of the 22 studies with significent ( +) findings,were
unsuccessfully replicated (by a total of studies). Setond; Schatz
and Sherman did not indiCate whether these failures to replicate 4.i
yielded non-significant ( +) findings, nonlsignificnnt (-) findings
or significant (-) findings,and such information Ls important in

.

interpreting the findings. /bird* investigators-who-conduct a replica-
'tion may be predisposed to disprove the original study, and these
predispositions may create some- biases in their investigations despite
some reak methodological improvements.

There were a number of other reviews examined in this study that
also disregarded the distriNtion df the finings of the reviewed .

studies, but these reviews al suggested'a number,of reasons why the
bulk of theiereviewed soidoie 'might be invalid and thusprovid4d
some justificAtion fOr the on ssion. ,

Some ther reviews tad s9 few studies on 'the
topic that it would be imposs ble to'infer'reliably whether all but the
most skewed distributions cou d not reasonably be expected to cops from
a population where there,was no difference." Inthe.random Sample of
36 examined reviews, however, there were si least 18 studies sibich.did not
provide adeisate information or judging whether or'not the reviewer had
interpreted variations in the, findings of the primary studies in light of
expected sampling-error (Wia and 53a-e). .

P.

tare has to be exerOsed:whenranalyzing the distribution of-findings
among the four categories-of !'statistically signifiCant (0;1" "non-significant

"nonLsignificant (-)," and "significant (f)." One complication isf
that the above discussion has,to be modified unless the null-hypotheses
tested 14 each primary study were ones of "no difference" or."no relation-
ship." Null hypotheses usually are stated as such, but occasionally they
are'not. A second complication is that the above, discussion presumes
that all the tests of hypotheies were two- tailed tests. A third
complication is that, the above discussion presumes that all the primary
studies tested their hypotheses -at the same level of Type l errors. A.

fourth complication is that the above indicated method of analysis does
not provide information on the magnitude of the differences or relation-
ships. If the - ,sample sizes 4 many of the primary studies are'quite
large (say greater than 500); the method would lead to the conclusion
that there is a difference even if the population parameter is only
trivial* greater or less than zero. This conclusion woup not be incorrect
but it would be unimportant..

rt'is also possible to analyze the distribution of findings among the-,
two categories of "positive" and "negative." This can be done by using
the binomial distribution, or an approximation of it. This method is
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subject to all the above-mentioned complications except-thi'third-ene,-
It can yield trivial conclusioie either if many of the N's of the, primary
studies-are quite large or if 4 quite large number of finding is.
analyzed.

In addition to the saispl4ng error, there 'are at least three otheT
'causes of-variazions.in the findings of a set of :primary studies on a
topic. These include: the 114.4dies in the set emamined different
phenomena, the studies in theiset examined the same phenomena under
differing circumstances which!affected the findingS,or.the methods of
the studies varied and affected ,their findings. These reasons can be
tested by examining the relationships of the Varying characteristics of
the studies to the.varying results. Noqe of` the 36 randomly sampled

.reviews did such an analysis in a multivariate manner where two or more
of the varying characteristics'of the primary and secondary, studies were
simultaneously tested for relationships with the varying results 0/56a).
Two-of the 36 reviews did univa4ate analysis, examining the,relationshi0
of-a single 'characteristic of the studies to the varying results (/56b).
Another five-of The 36 reviews made inch analyses in a systematic
discursive manndrwherehy-they discussed how one or more characteristics
of the primary andsecondary studies-were related to differences in the
findIngS across the juil.set of analyzed studies'(V56c). A totaiof only
7'out or, the 36 articUs reported analyses by any of the above three means.

This is not because the other 29 reviews did not have discrepant
results. As yas reported earliere32 of the 36 reviews had at least some
incongruent findings (1/24.a). Perhaps the 29 reviewers did such analyses,
but did not find statistically signifitant resulti, then chose not to report
the results; or perhaps they simply failed' to do.such analysis.-

It should be -noted tha: the reviews were not coded as using systematic
discursive analysis 16c) unless they discussed how a characteristic of
the study related to differences in tie findings across all or.mpst all
studies in the analyzed set: The impression of this water is that most
of the reviews did_suggest some explanation for the observed differences
in the findings and Many offered some evidence for the explanation, but
that evidence was usually leas systematic than coded in V56a..c. For
instance, a reviewer dight point out that the study that had the
highest Y also had a. higher X than the stud] that had the lowest Y,
while not mentionTng the relation between X and Y in the other studies
on 'the topic.

It is not at all clear why systematicahe4ses of the correlates
of varying findings are notdone more often in integrative reviews.
Perhaps it Le because the reviewers find so many differences among
/studies that they despair of'being able to find systematic-relations.
Or perhaps it is because the reviewers have simply not thought to 0 such
analyses'.

.

Whatever the reasons, the effect of this omission is obvious and'
serious. Without uch analyses reviewers will sometimes incorrectly
infer that the finings of a reviewed set of studies are' contradictory
and that the available evidence is inconclusive. It seems almost certain

-r
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that some of the confusion that surrounds many topics'in the social
sciences is partly a result of reviewers' frequent failure to.search .

systematically for explanations of the varying results. gulticolinearitr
or weak correlations will sometimes preclude explanations of the

variations, but the search ought to be conducted despite such possibilities.

Sometimes when doing a review, one or two primary studies may be
located that offer unusual potential for shedding light on some
important issue, if only' their original data' could be reanalyzed. In

such cases a secondary analysis is Zpp?oprjate. -Only one of the 36
randomly sampled reviets reported having (one a secondary analysis
(V62). It seems unlikely that such analyses would be done and not
reported, but it is not at all clearshow many times there was justifica-
tion for doing such analyses.

Sometimes secondary data analysis can be done with a minimum of
resources, but sometimes it cannot. Dare sets are sometimes lost or
inadequately documented; in addition, promises of confidentiality
sometimes make it impossible to release unaggregated datak

It should be noted that close congruence among the findings of a

f clos .

set of studies on a given topic does not jcongruence

among the findings
necessarilynllicate that the

evidence is valid, and rhe lack of
does not ner-Isarily indicate that the evidence is inconclusive: For the
purposes of this discussion, the findings of a set uf'studies on a given
topic will be considered congruent if they do not very more than could be
expected by chance from random sampling error. It is. possible Or the
findings. to be congruent, bat to be invalid. This could occutlf all rhe
findings were biased by one or more methodological flags thar were common
to all of the studies, or if all the findings had the same net, bias bur
caused by different methodological flaws in different studies. .11se latter
La possible, but not particularly likely.

. .

It:shouldalso be noted thar one or more methodological -flaws in a study,
evert when serious ones, need not cause. biased findings. .They only create
a threat to validity which tsay 'or may not cause a:bias.

.1.

If the findings are incongruent it' is still posSible for all of them
to be valid. This 'might be so when the, varying measures of the outcome
variable represent several somewhat different construcrs or when subject
characteristics, scope conditions or conrextual variables varyamong the
studies and affect the outcome variable. For Jnsrance, the relationship
between X and Y may vary in different regions of the country, over
different age geoupi of subjects, or under different social, economic
or political circumstances. If the different studies varied in respect
to these factors, their results mighr vary subsrantially.and yet all
might be perfecrly valid. This is why it is imporrant in integrative
reviews, when the findings are not congruent, to search for and examine
factors which may sysrematically'co-vary with,-the findings.
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Class's Meta-analysis

Class's meta-analytic approach involves transfotming the -findings of
Individual' studies to some common metric, coding various characteristics

of the studies, and then using conventional statistical procedures to
deteraine whether there is an overall effect, subiample effects, and
relations among characteristics of the studies and the findings. The
original data for each unit of analysis in a study are mot uaed. Rather,
the unit of analysis is the study, and sumiary data from *soh study are
analyzed. fprUnsesnde, if thercls a set of experimental studies which
investigate'the impact of X on Y, for each study one might code the I \
average agOnd SES of subjects, the duration of treatment 1'X), the
delting in which"ehe treatment was applied, an estimate of'tbe reactivity
or fakeability of the outcome measure used, an estimate of the internal
validity of the research deeign,and the date when the study was conducted.
The these variables would be usecrin an univariate or multivariate
to !Predict -a standardimW ciniii-irriraul4i: :Glees suggests
when-moat of the studies are experiments with a control group, the
standardized meaAire of the findings be a' standard score difference
insure calculated by the measdifference of; the experimental and control
group divided by'the within group standard deviation of-the control group
(Glass, 1977c, p. 39). He suggests that if most of the studies are
coftelationAl, and use different measures'of association, the standardized
measure be a product-moment correlation;lle provides formulas for
estimating'product,moment correlations from various other measures of
association such as the point-biserial correlation, Spearman's rank-order
correlation, -Mann - Whitney U, as well as t and F /Class, 1977a, pp..'4-10).

The'meta-analytic approach has a:number of strengths: First, it is a
systematic4 clearly articulated, and.:replicabie approach to integrating
results from a set of studies. Second, it can be'used with information'
from both the best and the less-thad-best studies on a topic, but with
controls forvoissible biases caused by various !lams in the'available,

studies.-- Third, it can.provide estimates of the population paraieters.
l?ourth,..when using multivariate statistical procedure, it provides a
method. for simultaneously investigating the relationships of variations
among studies in respect to their population of subjecti, their.scope

4 conditions, the intensity and duration of their treatments, and other-
r factors, with variations in the findings. No appioach commonly used to

date. for doing analyses in integrative reviews has been capable of
doing this.

.

Class has dindicated some difficulties and unresolved questions about'
the application of his approach: He has pointed outs 1)it is sometimes
difficult to get a standardized measure of- the finding-from-a study
because of insufficient data, 2) variance stabilization transformations
may be desirable for measures of the finding where dfitribiition of the
criterion variable is attenuated, 3) the normal distriblktion assumption.
when transforming dichotqmous data via prohit transformations needs to be
examined, 4 there Is a problem of how to analyze results that are nested
within-variables analyzed in a study, 5)iindings perhaps should be
weighted by their sample size, and 6) there are problems' of analyzing
Segregate data (the study.as the unit of analysis) when trying to make
inferences about unaggregated phenomena.
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There are some other ltaitatidfis and problems in the application of
this approach which have not yet been.discussid in published form,,and
which will be mentioned below. It should be noted that most of these
difficulties are common to all analytic approaches to Integrative reviews.
Nevertheless, they are important to keep in Mind when doinfror interpretr
ing meta analyses.

One limitation of the meta-analytic approach is that ii.cen assess
only relatively direct evidence on a given topic.' Sometimes a topic of
importance has not been directly investigated but there are studies with
indirect evidence that' can be reviewed and woven together. For instance,
if the topic is "Will'substance X reduce chronic depression in adults?";
there may not have been any studies'on that question, but there may have 0

been studies of the effects-of X on depression in baboons and studies of
the similarity of effects of ;other chemicals-on depression in baboons and
humans. The meta -analy4c approach can be used for avalua-trianillts---------

iwithin each set 6f studies, but it cannot weave together the evidence across
sets of studies on related topics.

/ A second limitatiortof the meta-analytic approach is that it cannot
be used to infer which characteristics of studies on a given topic caused
the differing results. Statistical analyses can provide good evidence of -

causal relations only when the data are from experiments or strong quasi-
experiments. The characteristic 'of reviewed primary studies are not
Imatematically manipulated in an e*periment or quasi-experiment, even when

ed experiment designs to investigate am.given topic.

The third limitation of ta-analysid is applicable when the set of
primary studies is a sample'(rom a larger population and when multivariate
statistics are used to analyze the.ffndings. Under such circumstances, there
must be a substantial number of primary .studies on the topic, but there are
no clearly documented standards for sample sizes ,when doing multiple tegres-
sion. Kerlinger and Pedhazur suggest at least 30 cases for each predictor
(1973:282). Other well - respected statisticians think these suggestions
are excessive (Coleman, 1975, Glass 1977b). It should be notedp.however,
that the number of -case* msy well be greater than the number of studies,
because Glass suggested using an "effect"-as the unit of analysis in meta-
analysis and each,study may haveemore than-one "effect." An effect is*de-
fined as any analysis within a study of a given treatment and outcome at
a given time of measuring the. outcome.

A fourth problem when doing meta-analyses is deciding whether or not a
set of studies on a topic ought to be considered a universe or a sample. Thjs
has a bearing-on whether tests of statistical lignificance are appropriate,
and the number of cases needed to use various statistical tools appropriately.
Some sets are obviously samples, such as When a random sample bf articles is
drawn from a specified sampling frame or when a convenience sample is assem-
bled (the latter does not meet the assumptions of inferential` statistics)'.
When the set is a result of a thorough search; the.matter is not so clear.
First, it is quite likely that even a thorough search will miss some,,Af not
many, of the unpublished studies. Second, even if the searith was successful
in'locating virtually all of the completed studies on the topic, these studies

1



.might.be considered only a sample 4:4 the!phenemene betas studied or a sample
of all possible seudiistn the topic. suggested' mit the
'located studies be considered populAtion (19774), but he subsequently
his treated/them as samples (1977a, :1977c). This'writer's tentative opinion
is that the set of studies should usually be eonaidered a simple because the
analysis ofan integrative review.is tonally intended to make inferencei
about the phenomena investigated in the Individual studies rather then about
studies on the phenomena.

A fifth problem when. doing meta-analysis is the lack of common metrics
for the measures used and reported inthe'various primary studies' on the
topic. There are at least-three aspect:Oa thispriiblem. First, different
constructs are sometimes studied under a single'topit: For, instance, the
outcomes of various studies'on tfie effectsof psychotherapy include emotional
health, happiness, .social relations, and others'. Second, 'for any given con-

.

struct there are'alternitive measures.twhoseMetrics may not be equivalent.
For instance, what is described as-upper middle SES on one measure may be
.described as middle -SES on a-second measure. Third, the statistics used
to measure a relationship between twn.or more variables can vary in different
studies. Studies may use rp, t, rhoi.tau,,:or others. ..

Glass has suggested the first 'aspect ofthe problemis often not serious
and can be ignored (1977d). 'Ile:would argue That all the variou# outcomes
mentioned above in the example of psychotherapy are Aspects of mental health
and can be lumped together for a general investigation of the- effects of
psychotherapy. When the effects are thoight to perhaps vary among different
outcome constructs,. Glass suggests including data that indicate.major-distinc-
tions among the constructs and using it eve predictorin multipleregression
analyses or as aetratifying facto jar nested analysei.' Though Glass directs,
his suggestion to variations in the construct of the criterion, it is equally
appropriate for variations in the construct of predictors.

The second aspect of the problem is one that past reviewers have often
complained %about. When different studies use different measures of the .

same oomstruer, and when the measures have not been validated, there'is a f

serious quistionabout the equivalence of the values generatedby the dif-
ferent measures. For'some charaeteristics such Bs age and sex,. there is
seldom any problem, but for ntherisuch as self-image and social support,
there often will be a problem for which' there is no Simple solution. It

should be noted that it is incorrect to 'rationalize that what .variations
exist in the metric of some variable will only serve to reduce the atrength
of relationship between that variable and some second variable, and there-
fore can be ignored,if strong relationships are found. This would be true
if the variationt In the-metric are-not correlated with the second variable,
but generally there is no assurance that this will be true.

Glass and-his students hnve alreedy completed some work that reduces
the third aspect of the problemr.. They have assembled equivalency functions
for some statistics and developed 'others (Glass, 1977a, White, 1976). Some
of these functrons'are mathematical identitiesbut others are approxima-
tions. To date that work has not indicated the.conditions under which the
approximations become poor ones. This is-a fertile subject for future
research.

1a
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Asixth problem faced in meta-analysis is that of achieving valid and
reliable coding of the charicteristics of the primary studies that are to
be.analyzed. This problem includeshe pieviously dismissed one, but
extends beyond it.' Whea the set of reviewed studies is relatively small,
the coding is likely to be done by a single investigator. But toding, say,
40 studies, may require.is many as 60 to 80 hours; and this .work may be
stretched over a 4- to 6-Week period, thus raising serious threats to cod-
ing stability. When large numbers of studies are being reviewed, a number
of coders may be used, which raises the additional problem of inter-coder
reliability, Failures of memory, boredom, and migraine headaches can under-
mine sustained coding -reliability. When the coding is done over a lengthy'
period of-time, inter-coder reliability should be assessed Mere-Omni-Once;
reliability ever,time.should also- be assessed; and periodic retraining may
be needed.

A seventh problem faced in .meta-analysis is how to control for the
effects of poor-vasearsh-destga or exeeut-ten-amenv-lawed- studies..
Glass (1976b) pre4ocatively argued that it is wasteful to discard poorly
designed studies from the analysis because, nastudy with-a half-dozen
design or analyiis flaws may be valid . . . land] i,t is an empirical

question whether relatively poorly designed studies giveresults signifi-
cantly at variance with those of the best.. designed studies" (p. 4). Glass
suggestsctesting whether methodological characteristics such as the reac-
tivity orftthe outcome measure and.the internal validity of the design are
relatedto the distribution cat findings. He does not specify how this '

should be done other than by examining the covariation between the design
chiracteristics ai4dithe findings. The appropriate ,A01, however, is not
quite as straightforward as it may appear. - .

The relation can be examined in either a regression analysis or
analysis of variancqv Either model can yield misleading results under
certain circumstances. Both models will be inadequate if there is not
at least a modest number of studies with good overall internal and ex-
ternal validity. Sfnce there is usually no reason to think that the
relationship between validity and the findings is linear or. monotonic,
there is no basis for extrapolating from the relation that holds-for studies
of poor and mediocre validity to the studies with good validity. In lute-
grativewrexiews of some topics, there may be very few if any primary studies
with good inte 1 and external validity, and thus in these cases the pos-
sible effects of les ,thangoOd validity cannot be assessed. If there is
a modest number o rimary studies with good validity but a much larger
number of studies 14th poor or mediocre validity, regression analyses of
the full sample Orcases can underestimate the effects e: validity. This
is because regression lines are fitted so as toinimize the squared de-
viations of the bivariate of multivariate points, and relatively little
weight would be given to the small number of points from the good validity
studies. ' ,
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Both analysis of variance and regression analysis will under-
estimate the effects of validity if'the mean level
of the criterion is about the same for poor, medium and good validity
studies, but the variance is considerably greater for the poor and
medium validity studies. In such a Case, both types of analysis

will correctly indicate that varying validity does not
affect point estimates of the criterion, but both would underedtimate
the adverse effect of relatively poor validity on any correlations with
the criterion. It should be noted that the variancesof_the different
cells do not have to be statistically significantly different them
to cause real and substantial underestimates of the effects of varying

. validity.

Earlier in this report it was indicated the congruence of findings
does not assure their validity, and the lack of congruence is.not proof
of invalidity. When there is strong congruence in the findings and no.
good:evidence of a strong common threat to the validity of all or almost...,
all of the studies, there-is suggestive, (but not conclusive), evidence'
that any methodological weakness that existed in some of 64 studies
probably did not have a substantial effect on the findings of those
studies. But in the more common -situation when there are some apparent
Incongruences in the findings, it ii important to have at least g
modest number-of studies in a sample that are judged to hive good overall
internal and external validity, if one is to.empirically assess whether
the methodological weaknesses that vary over the studies may have
affected the findings.

What constitutes good enough overall internal and external validity
for these purposes cannot be simply explicated. It probably depends on.
a number of factors, and-needs further thought. It is important, however,
to remember that threats of validity can be controlled by means other than
design, and that some of the threats are likely to be trivial in any given
study. 'This was discussed on page 10 of this paper.N

Glass (197Th) has suggested that if the quality of a study is found
to be'related.to-the-findings, a greater stake "should be put in the better
designed study." This might be done by some sort of weighting, nesting
analyses within subsets of the good and poor quality studies with more
reliance put on the results of the former, or by disregarding the poor
ones.

This discussion has very briefly outlined the major advantages of
the use of meta-analysis for integrative reviews, and pas presented,
in considerably more detailr some difficulties with-the approach. The.-:

dliproportionate attention given to the difficulties should not mis-
lead the.reader into thinking that metaranalysis has more disadvantages
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than advantages, or has more disadvantagesthpo other analytical approach-
es when doing integrative reviews. In the opinion of this'writ,r, the
approach is methodologically sounder than most currently used approaches.
Though it does have some serious difficulties, most of these difficulties
are common to the other approaches. Also, the othir approaches have
additional difficulties or limitations which are not true of the meta-
analysis.

In-short, the meta-analytic approach is an important contribution
to social science methodology. It is not a- panacea, but it will often
prove to be'quite valuable when applied and interpreted with care.

Task 6: Interpreting the. Results (V67, 68, 69, 70, 71)

Seve' of the 36 randomly selected reviews induced and reported new.
theory, confirMation of old theory, or disconfirmation of old theory
(V67); 6 of the 36 induced and stated recommendations for policy or
practice, and four of those six discussed conditions which might affect
the impact of the policies or practices (V68 & 69); 28 of the 36 suggested
desirable foci or methods for future primary or secondary studies on the
topic (V70).; and only 3 of the 36 suggested desirable foci or methods for
future reviews on the topic or related- topics (V4-1)-.

There are other types of conclusions that the review articles may
have statedthat were not coded, but it is surprising that fewer thad
half made conclusions about either theory, policy or practice. It may
be that most integrative reviews are oriented towards making suggestions
for improving ate primary research, or it may be that most start with the
aim of making suggestions for theory, policy or practiceut subsequently
decide to withhold inferences because they judge the avillable evidence to
be inconclusive. The litter reason seems unlikely iinde'the studied reviews
usually did report one or more inferences about the topic. Of the 26 \
reviews that drew at least one inference of inconclusive evidence, 24'of
those also drew at least one inferencevrhat an investigated condition or
relation does exist either generally-or for a specified subset of the

- population or of the investigated situations (V59a-d). (Multiple inferencei
were drawn in most of the reviews because they had multiple sub-topics
that were,investigated.)

This writer has no strong suspidions as to why most review articles
do not make suggestions for future'reviews. Perhaps it is because
reviewers do not think carefully about the methods of doing'a review;

--perhaps It is because after completing the often herculean task of doing
a review,'the reviewers would not want to wish the task on anyone else;
or perhaps it is for some other reason. Regardless, it is quite apparent
that the resulting omission-is unnecessary and harmful to the progress of
science. As with primary research, it is virtually impossible to do a
major review carefully without encountering some ideas for improved

A

.l4
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methods aqd some additional questions that need to be answered but
cannot be answered in the given review. These ideas and questions

. can be a valuable contribution to other investigators and ought to
be reported, even if they only can be, used after the accumulation of
further primary research.

Task 7: Reporting the Review tV7, 13, 17, 18, 44a-d)

A widely held precept In all the sciences is thitt reports of research
ought to include enough information about the study thathe reader can
second guess the author's inferences. This precept prob4oly aLso ought.
to apply to integrative reviews, since such reviews are a form of research.
As a minimum, it is widely held that the report ought to at least describe
the sampling, measurement, analyses, and the'findings. 'Where unusual
procedures hand been used, it is expected that they will be described in
some detail.

Some of the previously discussed results indicate that few Of the 36
review articles reported certain methodological aspects of the review.
Only one of, the 36 articles, reported whether or not it usedl_ndexesand . '

information.retrieval systems tosearch Co( primary studies on the'topic
(V16); 3 of the 36 repoited whether or not tkey used bibliographies as al..
means of lo-,.4ing primary studies (V19); 7 of the 36 indicated whether or
not they analyzed the 'full set of located studies on the topic instead Of.
some subset (V45)1 and only one of.the 36 indicated whether or not needed
.informatilan that_was missing in the reports of theprimary studies was
sought from other sources (V60).

A number of other aspertg,,of a review-that might be reported were
.11/4coded. Thirty of the 36 articles explicitly stated the topic being

reviewed (V7); 12 of the 27 articles that cited previous reviews indicated
how their review was to differ from previous ones (V13); the one article
that had indicated that it used indexes and : information retrieval systems
also indicated the beginning -and ending dates and the descriptors that
were used (V17 and 18).

Twenty-eight of the 36 review articles often reported the findings
of an individual study or indicted how many or what percentage of the
studies had each type of finding or result (V44a); three of the 36
articles often cited the range, mean or other summary indicator of the
findings of the studies (V44b); and half of the 36 reviews often just
reported a generalization followed by the citation of several studies
(V44c); three approaches were coded independently and were not mutually
exclusive.

These results, taken together, indicate that integrative review
articles commonly fail to report their studies in the detail that is
fairly common for primary research articles. A number' of important

functions are gerved by reporting various aspects of the review.
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There are two reasoort for carafuiiy reporting the
iiteratute match process in as integrative teview article: First
it helps the reader to judge the domprehengiveness and representa
tiveness of the sources that are the subject of the review. Just as
the sample in a primary study can critically influence the findine
of the study, the seiaction of the primacy and secondary-studies that
are included in a review can seriously affect the results of the review.
The bibliography of a review atticle indicates what individual studies
were Inciuded in the review, but it does dot indicate what broad classes
of possibly relevant studies were excluded. A person with a thorbugh
knowledge of the research on the'topic will be able to infer such
omissions by carefully examining the bibliography, but persons with less)
thorough knowledge of the topic will not be able to do so. Secondlyt
briefly detailing the iiterature search process in a review articia
allows future reviewers of the topic to extend easily the review without
duplicating it. If it is known that most. of the articles included in the
review were those listed under certain descriptors of certain years of
certain indexes, or found in the bibliographies of speCified sources, it
to very easy for a subsequent reviewer to broaden ox deepen ghe search
for televant sources without duplicating the earlier work.

If some located primary studies were exiuded from the analysiS, the
manner in which this was done ought to be reported. Likewise, how
missing data are handled should be reported. An explicit statement of
the topic being reviewed and an indication of how the reported review'
was to cliff. from previous ones on4he topic often helps orient the
reader and prevent misinterpretations.

.

When the number of reviewed studies is less than about forty, it_is
usually very easy to present a single page table indicating a number of
the invsstigated characteristics of :the primary studtes including their
findings, stated in either standardized or unstandardized form, or both,
and with the direction and statistical significance indicated. Such
information could allow any reader to reanalyze the studies and second
guess the review 's analysis. Such opportunity is always a little
threatening, but one of the oldest conventions of the scientific
community is making one's data available to other scholars after one
has had a chance to analyze and publish repoats of it. When the number
of primary studies is quite large, it ii not practical to include. all the
data in the published report, but it should be available upon request
(with adequate documen;ation).

The practice of reporting a generalization followed by the citation
of several studies (1/44c) was often used by half of the 36 reviews despite
the'fact that it can be very misleading. Unless used in conjunction with
one of the ether two approache4 on V44b),,this pradtice provides the
reader with no way of critically examining the inferences of the reviewer
unless he or she consults the fuli set of studies on the topic. For
instance, Dusek (1975) reported there is-considerable evidence that
during classroom interactions teachers treat grodpS of students differently
(e.g., Davidson, 072; Good 6 Brophy, 19:0; Schuebel it Cheriin, 1972)"



(p. 662). Hoffman (1972) reported, "Several investigators'report that
while dependency in boys is discouraged by parents, teachers, peers,
and the -mass media, it is more acceptable in girls (Kagan 4 Hass, 1962;
Kagan, 1964; Sears, Rau, 4 Alpert, 1965)"(p. 144). Both of these
statements give an implication of consensus among the available research
evidence, but neither of the statements would.be incorrect even if the
majority. of the located evidence contradicted their points. Jacoby made
a similar type of statement, reporting "Not surprisingly studies which
utilized price as the only independent variable (261, 262, 316, 452)
generally found a significant main effect..." (p. 336). Though the
"generally" in this statement provides an explicit warning that Ihe
evidence, was not entirely consistent, it still does not indicate %Mit
percentage of the studies supported. the, finding, nor does it. indicate
the magnitude of the findings. Some reviewers stated juxtaposed
generalizations such as, "Several studies found that X causes Y (Ace,
1967; Race, 1953, Cace, 1969; Dace, 1970),' but .a few did not (Ease, 1968,
face, WO)." This type of presentation is less.ambiguous than the above
examples, but this writer's impression is that it *AS not prevalent.

Other

ma'

A number d1. characteristics of the primary research that might have
affected the methodological approaches used in each review were coded.,
These characteristics were as fellows: whether the primary research*was
psychological, aciological, or about education (V2); whether the topic
of .the.review was shout a condition, association, or causal relation (V29
a-c); the types of construct investigated Le'the primary research (V30a-f);
the predominant research orientation of-the Primary research (V34 and 72);
'the percentage of primary studies the% investigated at least one statisti-
cal interaction effect (V36); and a crude estimate of when research was
first done on the given topic (V37b). .

Most of 4e -characteristics of the primary research were crass-tabu-
lated with some of the variables indicating the different methodologiCal
approaches of the reviews. The variables that were excluded from those
analyses were those whose distribution in their original form or a con-.
ceptually reasonable transformation would frequently have resulted in
expected cell sizes that would make a Chl-square test of. the cross- tabula-
tion invalid. Thus V2, 75, 74, 77, 78 and.78 were each cross-tabulated
with each VII. 41, 44a, 44c, 51a, 56c.

Only one of these 36 cross - tabulations had a Chi- square statistically
significant at the 0.05 level or less, bu't he Chi-square for this cross- '

tabulation was invalid because more than 20 percent of the cells had expect-
ed values of less than S. to addition, when testing 36 hypoeheses at the
0.05 level, one or two false rejections of the null hyPothesit can be
expected from chance if the hypothesis is true. Consequently, the analysis
'failed to discover reliable evidence of a relationship between any of the
examined characteristics of the revieved research and any of the-exariined
approaches to the methodological tasks of an integrative review. This. of
course, should not be interpreted as indicating that there ate no such rela-
tionshiasibut only that given the Small sample size and the skeweddistri-
butions of somdof the variables of interest, no reliable inferences
could be =ado!.
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r.e%ut t., and hi .cs.si -1 of of r .k;:i. li nint7t It avii

O(% Inte.srat itev:e';

Only five publishod rejninders'tv the 36 rout surly sampled
rvio:i4, could he Located. The analysis of these rejoinders 1415 not
tertibly enlightening and will not be discussed in this paper.

Thesedit'ors of five prestigious social science journals that'fre-
ev:vtq-Tublt.bh integrative reviews wire asked about the evaluation
':riteria and standards. that they use-to decide whether or not to publish
%ub?fatted integrative reviews. One editor provided printed guidelines
;ht he provides to-prospecrive reviewers and his editerial assistants,
'me editdir failed to reply to repeated followups, And-three editors %aid
et:sentially that they rely on the professional judgment(' of their edi-
t;:rt.al assistann.,r urhotr. of -invited reviews.

The o:fictals of tenorganiz.atiumt thar,weTethought to hive major -

resTon.:thflittes for integtarive reviews Ln the social, biological and
physiica: sclenees were asked about: 1) the formal or informal guiiielloes-
er standards used by their offices to facilitate high-quality reviews of
set of empirical research studies, 2) the evaluative criteria used to'
judge the quality ef such.revtews, and 3) examples of such reviews that
they consider to be of unusually high quality. There were. basically three
typkli of responses. A couple of the respondentS reporred some guidelines
or evaluative standar but they generally were not very specific. Some
of the respondents indicated that they rely almost exclusively on the
jo-Igments of the scientists who they, have eo choir reviews. And two of
the respondents thought that integrative reviews were not often done in
their dit.ciplinds (math, physics and space sciences), thodgh subsequerkly
it was discovered by fhl.: author that the Reviews ofModernyhysics
goen*.ly publi.:hed %uch reviews.

Conclusion

It appears} that relatiL:ely little thrnigtIlms. bean given to the Petho-

f : doing integrative review,:. lt is clear that such review.li. ate iraporta!.

Eicare And social policy-milting and that many ioregrative reviews are

done le :*.s tig =rously than is currently possible. lt seems likely that son-

f:t the confusion that surrounds roony topic% in the' social science $ Is part
3 tbolt of unrignrous reviews of re%earch on the topic.

This pi, and The rt.tent s.n,rk of Gene Gla% provide several ideas

:,-;:'-tovIng the prevailint; mothod::, for reviews .... NOrte of the ideas should 16.

!!: .t.iy;e b. coliidered linit i ve. Rather, tiwto is' need for scientist:

do of I's.: integrative rev, ew:, to consider the Merit!, of the ideas, to

rho prO)I-e to which they 4te ditectrd. tn try new appr.'
prcii%top. and to dOeilatc.: the nitei.t..1Yr-nes_el of tho:le apprt
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